Position as Student Assistant

The Chair of Economics II (VWL II, Prof. Dr. Hartmut Egger) is looking for a motivated student assistant to support the team starting at the earliest possible date.

Your duties:

- Support the chair’s research and teaching work by (e.g.) conducting literature research, preparing data, revising lecture materials and presentations or proofreading manuscripts
- Support in exam supervision
- Support in administrative and organizational tasks
- Support of students writing theses at the chair

We offer:

- Contact to the chair and cooperative working atmosphere
- Insights into research and teaching of the chair
- Varying tasks and flexible working hours
- Salary according to a 20 hours/month student assistant-contract

Your profile and necessary qualifications:

- Motivation and reliability
- Ability to work precisely and independently
- Student of an economics (Economics, IWE etc.) program (either advanced Bachelor or Master)
- Expertise in Handling Stata and Latex preferred

Students interested in joining our team should apply until the 5th of April 2020 via e-mail to Stefan Kornitzky (stefan.kornitzky@uni-bayreuth.de) by sending a short motivation letter for the position as well as their most recent transcript of records (respectively the certificate of the completed Bachelor studies).

11th of March 2020

Prof. Dr. Hartmut Egger